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Abstract
NetCDF is a data sharing protocol and library that is commonly used in large-scale
atmospheric and environmental data archiving and modelling. Most current NetCDF-
related utilities are for Unix and Linux platforms while only a few, mostly commercial, are
for the Microsoft Windows platform. The NetCDF tool described here was built as a
standard executable as well as a COM (component object model) application using
Borland C++ Builder in the Windows environment. This NetCDF tool has three major
components: 1) Data conversion, 2) Data visualization, and 3) Modeling interface. The
data conversion part is designed to convert binary raw data to NetCDF data and vise
versa. It can process six data types (unsigned char, signed char, short, int, float, double)
and three spatial data format (BIP, BIL, BSQ). The visualization part is designed for
displaying grid map series and displaying temporal trend curves of individual map pixels.
It can also draw simple map legend. The modeling interface is designed as a COM. COM is
intended for cross-platform application development and it is a powerful technology that
enhances the reuse of application components. Environmental model developers from
different modeling environments, such as JAVA, VISUAL FORTRAN, VISUAL BASIC,
VISUAL C++, and DELPHI, can reuse this NetCDF COM object in their model to read
and write NetCDF data. The data conversion and presentation parts are also installed with
COM interfaces so they can be also called from within another application. An example of
using Microsoft Power Point to call this NetCDF tool for displaying map animations is
shown.

INTRODUCTION
The common tasks of processing and visualizing spatial-temporal data usually involve the
use of commercial remote sensing or GIS software. But linking an environmental model to
remote sensing or GIS software at program code level may not be so easy. Therefore
specific spatial-temporal data processing tools would be welcome. The Network Common
Data Form (NetCDF) is such a non-commercial tool. NetCDF has been developed since the
early 90s under a program named UNIDATA supported by the American National Science
Foundation. In fact it is a data sharing protocol (and also a library) for storing and
retrieving scientific data in self-describing, platform-independent files (Rew and Davis,
1990, 1997). NetCDF is primarily intended for atmospheric related research and now it
becomes a commonly accepted data sharing and processing means. Many research
programs use NetCDF as a data interface for their models. Examples include climate
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change (Benestad, 2000) and some large-scale terrestrial ecosystem simulators, such as
IBIS (Foely et al., 1996), SiB2 (Berry et al., 1997), VEMAP (Kittel et al., 1997), and the
newer version of CENTURY model developed by Parton et al. (1987). However, most
current NetCDF tools are for the Unix and Linux systems while NetCDF tools for Windows
are few and usually commercial. Because many people nowadays do spatial-temporal
modelling work under the Windows environment, it is beneficial to provide an integrated
NetCDF tool for the Windows environment. This paper presents a Windows NetCDF utility
(named as NCWin) that includes a NetCDF modeling interface, a data conversion
component and a data visualization component.

The NCWin is developed not only as a standard executable, but also a Component Object
Model (COM) mainly for the purpose of model reuse. The COM and the related Distributed
COM (DCOM) and COM+ are the Microsoft technological proposals for developing
component-based software. It is a specification for defining an object that can be used
across applications and languages (Rogerson, 1997; Reisdorph, 1999). So, COM based
NCWin can be reused or invoked by other applications or modelling programs. COM in
environmental modelling has already been discussed (Smith, 1997; Potter et al., 2000; Liu
et al., 2002). Potter et al. (2000) pointed out that an ideal forest ecosystem management
decision support system takes advantage of the combined capability of many available
systems working together and that COM is currently the most suitable technology for
model reuse. NCWin potentially can be incorporated into various ecosystem models that
might facilitate data processing and promote data sharing. Basically, the descriptions here
apply to general COM based environmental modelling.

COM ADVANTAGES AND THE NCWIN FRAMEWORK

COM as reusable model components
COMs are relatively independent and fully functional binaries that can do certain jobs as
standard executables do. For example, it can be a sub-model of a modelling system, or a
data processing utility that deals with model input and output. COMs are language
independent, which means they can be used by various programming languages. The
concept of using a COM is that a client program can activate a COM server and establish
communications with it (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Client and Server communication through a COM interface.

The connection uses the interfaces defined by the COM. When the server is activated it
exposes various interfaces for the client to use. Because the client already knows what
interfaces the server has and knows how to call the interface functions, it can pass data and
parameters to the server. The server will do the required job using its internal functions and
output the results. The server can also send out signals telling the client that certain jobs
have been finished (In such conditions, the client needs to install COM interfaces in order
to get feedbacks from the COM server).
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Using COM is different than using executable. At least, calling an executable is usually
invoking the whole of the application and the user has to go through the processes fixed by
the application, which is usually slow in speed and consumes considerable computer
memory. Calling a COM is like using a back door of a program, and the user can directly
focus on the required part. An example of COM product is the ESRI MapObject. Unlike the
ArcView application, MapObject is provided for GIS modelers who want to build
customized GIS applications by themselves. For instance, the user can call MapObject’s
functions for map display, or zooming, directly in his own program. Another common
example is Microsoft Excel, which is an executable, but also a COM server that bears many
COM interfaces and functions. When a user wants to put some data and draw a chart into
an Excel file, directly from his own program, he can use the COM technology.

Sharing a COM is also different than sharing the program source code. Most environmental
modelers are hesitant in sharing their source codes. But with COM they can share their
models by only providing the functionality, without source codes.

The complexity of COM processes includes querying interfaces, passing parameters and
data references, firing and sinking events, thread synchronizing, and even cross network
proxy. Much information about COM can be found from books and the Internet
(http://www.microsoft.com/com/).

General description of NCWin
The NCWin is designed to do three major tasks: modeling, data conversion, and data
visualization (Figure 2).

Figure 2: NCWin COM components.

 NCWin modeling component
This component makes it possible that a client model can create, read and write NetCDF
files while the client model is running. This task is done by using COM-based NetCDF
functions that call functions of the original NetCDF library provided by UNIDATA.
Currently there are seven COM NetCDF functions for the client to use. Most of them
contain multiple original NetCDF functions:

• NCCreate – Create a NetCDF file with all dimensions defined and assigned;
• NCClose – Close an opened NetCDF file;
• NCVariable – Define a new NetCDF variable with dimensions;
• NCAttributes – Add proper attributes to dimensions and variables;
• NCRead – Read data from a NetCDF file;
• NCWrite – Write data to a NetCDF file;
• GetNCInfo – Get all information from a NetCDF file.
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Although there are about 150 functions defined by the original NetCDF library that give
maximum control of NetCDF files, the above COM functions are simple and practical to
deal with normal NetCDF file processing in a user’s program. It is not difficult to convert
all the original NetCDF functions into the COM format so that the same COM library can
be used with different programming languages.

Data conversion component
This component mainly converts raw data to and from NetCDF data. Unlike the modelling
interface, it is basically for use outside a model simulation process. Raw data here means
temporal-spatial data without additional information (such as a header). If the data
dimensions and data types are known, the conversion is quite simple. Major conversions of
this component include:

Data type and Geo-format Conversion – The conversion component can convert data
among six types (unsigned char, signed char, short, int, float, double). A simple mechanism
for checking the file size, dimension size and date type size secures the conversion process,
and will notify the user when there is a mis-match on the size requirement. The geo-format
(BIP, BIL, BSQ) conversion rearranges binary data according to their dimensions. But a
NetCDF file is “always” in BSQ format in this COM, i.e. all NetCDF map series are stored
frame by frame in computer’s physical memory. Functions in this part include Dat2NC,
NC2Dat, and Dat2Dat. Some special ASCII file conversions are also included.

Data Aggregation – NetCDF map can be scaled up in order to reduce the file size. In this
process a new pixel will be an area-weighted product from the original pixels. For example,
if we scale a map to 10 (merge 10 units along both latitude dimension and longitude
dimension), then one new pixel will contain 100 old pixels. Suppose we are dealing with a
land mask map, if the original land pixels are more than half of the total 100 pixels, this
new pixel will be a land pixel. The percentage of actual land area to the total area is also
stored as sub-pixel information for potential use.

Other capabilities are provided such as adding new variables to an existing NetCDF file,
clipping a subset of data, converting 3-D data to 4-D data, adding missing values, scale
factor, offset, and adding maximum and minimum values.

The whole data conversion component is a COM unit that contains a dialog window. The
related conversion functions can also be called directly through their own COM functions
that do not require opening the dialog window.

Data visualization component
This is a standalone module with two displaying windows:

Map Display – Display NetCDF map series with an optional legend. It shows the cursor
location on the map and the value of a map pixel.

Curve Display – Display temporal trends of individual map pixels by double clicking a
pixel on a NetCDF map.

Some details about NCWin are provided in the following section.
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NCWIN USAGE

COM modelling interface
The NCWin library was created at the time NCWin COM was built, which contains all the
information of NCWin. If a client model uses the NCWin library, it will be able to create a
NCWin object and use it when the client model is run. The client model knows what
services NCWin can provide and what parameters are needed for the services. For example,
if the client wants to create a NC file and write data to it, the client first needs to prepare
related information such as file name, variable name, dimension size, variable value vector,
etc. Then the client can finish the task by calling NCWin’s COM functions:

ClientFunction(){
    NCCreate (file name, dimensions, …);
    NCVariable (variable name, variable dimmensions, …);
    NCAttributes (variable name, attribute, …);
    NCWrite (variable name, variable value, …);
    NCClose (file name);
}

The COM functions in turn call original NetCDF functions. For example, the NCCreate
(…) actually includes multiple calls:

NCCreate(…){
    nc_create(…);   //create new NC file with a given name;
    def_dim(…);     //define dimensions, usually 4D;
    nc_enddef(…);  //change file to data mode so as to read or write data
    put_var(…);      //assign values to each dimension;
}

Since the parameters are already provided when the client calls the COM functions, the user
does not need to worry about calling the original NetCDF functions. This is a way of
simplifying the NetCDF usage. The way of accessing a COM object in order to use the
COM functions vary depending on different programming languages. A small example will
be given later.

Data conversion dialog window
Figure 3 shows a NetCDF file conversion dialog window. Most of the background
functions are from the modelling interface and original NetCDF library. The above portion
of the window is for conversion types, which will lead to further selections. The dimension
panel and the variable panel display dimension and variable information, respectively.

When NC2Dat is chosen, a GetInfo() function will extract all the information of a NetCDF
file. Important information will be directly displayed in the window’s related fields.
Complete information can be displayed by clicking the More button. When Dat2NC is
chosen, the user is assumed to provide the interested variable and its dimensions, as well as
other information such as the missing value the scale factor. Information provided from the
dialog window is limited. The user can add more attributes to a NetCDF file using the
background COM function instead of the dialog window. When Dat2Dat is chosen, the user
can either change data types between six options (unsigned char, signed char, short, int,
float, double) or change geo-formats between three options (BIP, BIL, BSQ). With a
combination of using these functions, the user can freely change data between many sizes,
types and formats. In addition, there is an ASCII file conversion that provides several kinds
of ASCII to binary data conversions.
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Figure 3: NCWin file conversion window.

Data visualization component
The NetCDF map window (Figure 4a) can display 2-3D data as maps. The 4th D display is
under development. Some combo boxes and speed buttons on the tool bar can control the
display such as those for selecting the animation speed and changing the display direction
(forward and backward). The status bar displays the cursor location and the variable value
at the location. A simple map legend can be placed on the right side of the window, which
can be automatic or manual. Double clicking an on-site map pixel pops up a trend display
window. The curve can display up to nine curves with their location displayed on the
legend (Figure 4b).

Figure 4: left (a) NCWin map window; right (b) NCWin trends window.

Using NCWin within MS PowerPoint
As mentioned before COM based NCWin can be called by other programs. Because
Microsoft Power Point can be programmed with Visual Basic, a Power Point presentation
can include a map animation with NCWin. The following example (Figure 5) shows a way
of using the map display component (NCMap):
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Figure 5: Invoking NCMap COM Server in Visual Basic.

(1) Put a control button (CommandButton1) onto a Power Point slide and double click it to
go into the VBA programming mode. (2) Right click on the coding area or press F2 to bring
up the Object browser and right click again to open the VB References Dialog. Find the
COM library NCMap, select it, and click the OK button. Then a COM object NCMapObj
will be available for use. (3) In the CommandButton1_Click() subroutine put two lines as
shown in Figure 5. Compile and save. (4) When in presentation mode, a click on the button
will bring the NCMap window and shows the map animation as desired. After closing the
NCWin, the Power Point presentation continues on.

CONCLUSIONS
Although using NetCDF in environmental modelling is optional to modelers, applications
such as NCWin will attract more modelers to the use of NetCDF. Changing a model’s data
interface to NetCDF is not more difficult than what we did in the InTEC model (Chen et
al., 2000), where an old set of 1 km x 1 km resolution, 100 year climate coverages was
replaced with a new set of 10 km x 10 km NetCDF maps, with only hundreds of lines of
code modification. Then it gives the benefit of sharing and viewing the input and output
data at a great convenience. However, calling a COM function is usually slower than
calling an internal function defined by a modeler’s specific programming language. There
are different NetCDF libraries for Java, Fortran, Visual C++ and Borland C++ that can be
considered by users. NCWin’s language-neutral modelling interface is mainly for model
reuse where the user does not need to program NetCDF functions or the user likes to use
NCWin’s macro modelling functions instead of the original Unidata NetCDF functions. As
an application, the NCWin should be considered a developing project. More features can be
added to this application such as map enlargement, more color schemes, and additional
statistical functions. NCWin is currently built as an in-process COM. But creating an out-
process COM that can be used across different machines is just a step forward in the future.
Potential users should note that the Unidata NetCDF library is subject to change. Li et al
(2003) developed a parallel NetCDF library that advanced the old serial NetCDF file
processing technology and made NetCDF more efficient, powerful and flexible.
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